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The TURN AND BANK is the monthly publication
of RAAC Chapter 85 and is intended to keep mem-
bers informed as to the club ’s activities,and to pro-
mote safety and technical excellence in the field of
sport aviation.  No responsibility or liability is
assumed, expressed or implied as to the content of
articles contained in the Turn and Bank:the inten-
tion is to provide a forum for discussion and
exchange of ideas.

If you have something for the Turn & Bank, have
concerns about what is in it or have other T&B
comments to make please contact Doug Brown, 
604 275-1405   ( brown_d@fc.sd36.bc.ca) 

If you don’t get the newsletter and should or if you
do and shouldn’t then contact Rob Prior, 3032
Carina Place, Burnaby, B.C., V3J 1B5
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Co-Chairmen: Dan Weinkam 939-4745

Dave Bell
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Dan McGowan 324-3348
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Bob Cutting 275-1603
John Bell 596-8373

Builder ’s Counselors:
Structures: Dan McGowan 324-3348
Composites Gordon Hindle 535-0592
Propellers and Wood: Colin Walker 581-9602
Engines John Vlake 820-9088
Steel Pat O ’Donnell 533-1839
Aluminum George Worden 433-5564
Computers in Aviation Rob Prior 422-8446
General Paul Trudel 532-8570

Regular chapter meetings are held on the first
Tues.of each month at 20:00 (8pm)in the clubhouse:

Delta Airpark,4103-104th Street Delta,B.C.
Clubhouse phone:596-3644

Mailing Address:Chapter 85, RAAC
c/o Delta Heritage Airpark, 4103-104th St., RR#3,

Delta,B.C. V4K-3N3

Executive meetings are on the third Tues.of each
month at 19:30 (7:30 pm)in the clubhouse.

Chapter aircraft pilots,mail cheques
(Payable to RAAC Chapter 85)to:

Tedd McHenry

RAAC National Homepage:http://www.raa.ca
RAA Chapter 85Homepage:http://www.b4.ca/raa_85

Delta Heritage Air Park Homepage
http://www3.telus.net/airpark

Source for CARS and Chapter 549 Airworthiness
Manual:http:

//www.aerotraining.com

For inspections of Amateur Built Aircraft Projects
contact MDRA Inspection Services ,

ph.1-877-419-2111
fax 1-519-457-0980 

email:mdrainsp@on.aibn.com
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Minutes of the General Meeting, 6
July, 2004

Call to order: 8:00 PM by President
Tim Baker

Hunter / Henderson: that the Minutes
of the General Meeting of 1 June,
2004 be adopted as printed in “ Turn
& Bank” 

Discussion Carried

Correspondence: None received

Committee Reports:

Treasury: as relayed from Don
Souter. Finances substantially as at
last meeting.

Membership: Rob Prior: 99 of all
types.            

Buildings: David Bell:  Thanks all
who painted the clubhouse. Only one
more coat should cover up Tim`s
moss slaying endeavours.

Vice President: Gerrard Van Dijk:

Old Business / New Business:

1) Good member Don McIntyre has
his Pietenpol project for sale. This
airplane was built over many years
by Paul March and Harris Marchand
from plans that they had from 1936
of all things. Their workmanship is
outstanding and they also made quite
a number of useful changes to the
basic design. A very good deal  for
someone but would hate to see it go
too far away.
2) Imrich Ruutu hereby to be consid-
ered for the shattered prop award !
Refusal almost impossible.
3) President Tim thanks all who
assisted with the Fly In. Could have
hoped for a few more willing workers
tho!
4) Good to see John de Visser`s Jodel
re built, re painted and back on the
field.

McNutt / Brown: that we adjourn and
it being done, twer best that it be
done quickly and so it twer.

Jim Hunter, Secretary

See Gerrard if you have any ideas for
a different location for the Bash.

Newsletter: Doug Brown: Same old
he says but, members who have taken
pictures of any of our events, e  mail
to Doug and ye shall be published.
Digital camera stuff or prints by scan-
ner will all work.

Aircraft: Gerard Van Dijk:  Turbi
working well. Radio problems still
not completely sorted out so get used
to it!

RAAC: Rob Prior:  Quiet  ( We can
just  write down what we get !)
There has been no further progress on
the Fly In Legislation as proposed.

Air Park Com: per Tim Baker: 1)
The letters as sent to Delta Council by
our  folk  and other friends have been
very effective - to such a point where
they are saying enuff already. Fine,
but who started it !   2)  GVRD Parks
people made a very effective presen-
tation to Delta Council. As usual they
are marvellously  supportive of  our
Committee and its good  efforts.

Action, auction, auction!
We did not  have the auction last month.  There wasn’t enough mem-
bers present.  For the next meeting the following items will be auc-
tioned:

6.00 X 6 wheels, hubs, brakes etc
Cessna axels
Whelen replacement bulb
Spinner
Two venturies
Breaklines
Zenair stabilizer, rudder
Lycoming crush plate & prop boltsO-320 
a couple of jars of Delta Herriatage Air Park Honey

For future meetings bring stuff.  Lots of stuff.  Bring money to buy
stuff.  Lots of money to buy lots of stuff.  None of the stuff can be left
in the clubhouse.  All money raised will be put into the  clubhouse
building fund.  The idea here is to buy stuff that you might need in
the future so that we can replace our clubhouse sooner rather than
later when it falls down on top of us at one of our meetings.
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Bulletin Board
pay for the repairs or make the repairs yourself.  (Except,
of course, for routine maintenance.)

The airplane is maintained by Gerard Van Dijk and anyone
whose arm he can twist to help him.  The very low rental
rate of the Turbi is due in no small part to the free mainte-
nance provided by Gerard and members of the capter.  If
you fly the airplane, I strongly encourage you to offer
some of your time to help him maintain it.  You don’t need
any expertise, Gerard provides all of that.  But an extra pair
of hands, or even just someone to bring back a hot coffee
from the pilot’s room on a cold day, is a big help.

Booking the Turbi is a very informal process.  Just write
down the date and time on the big chalkboard in the club-
house.  The main purpose of the Turbi is to help pilots
maintain proficiency while they build, it is mostly flown
on local circuit-and-bump flights.  But cross-country
flights are perfectly okay.

If you plan to take the airplane overnight, or for more than
two hours on a weekend or holiday, you need the approval
of the Aircraft Chairman or a Chapter officer.  Remember,
though, that the airplane has no transponder, so there are
some limits on where you can go.

The Turbi is a delightful airplane to fly.  It gives all the joy
of a classic, tandem seat taildragger, but it is very easy to
handle on the ground and in the air.  I sometimes call it the
“very poor man’s RV-4.”

Last Meeting: No program.

What’s in store for next meeting. With any luck and
some nice weather we may have John Grindon fly his
newly constructed Glasair for us to drool over.
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About the Club Turbi

The Chapter Executive has decided to raise the hourly
rate for the Turbi,and to change the rate structure.The
Turbi isn ’t raising enough revenue to cover its costs.We
hope to raise a bit more money with the new rate,and we
also hope to discourage extremely short flights with the
new rate structure. The new rate will be 60 dollars per
hour,wet.There will be a 30 dollar minimum charge,per
use.“Per use ”means that you can do a short out-and-
back with each leg less than 0.5 hours and only pay the
minimum charge once,not on each leg.But if you make
a single flight of less than 0.5 hours you pay 30 dollars.
The new rate will take effect after the July general meet-
ing.

While we encourage people to pay in advance, it’s not
strictly required by the rules. Please pay me Howard
Simpson, by cash, cheque, or Visa.  Most people come
to a meeting and pay, but you can  just send him a
cheque by mail.  There’s a web site that shows every-
one’s account balance, and lists my postal address for
people who want to send a cheque.

To fly the Turbi you must have a valid pilot license and
medical, some previous taildragger time, be a paid-up
member in good standing of Chapter 85, and pass a
check ride with one of Chapter 85’s check pilots.  The
check ride is good for 90 days.  Check pilots are Terry
Wilshire, and Francois Leh.  Contact information for the
check pilots is on the library chalkboard in the club-
house.

The rate is $60 per hour wet, with a $30 minimum per
trip.  There is a set of Chapter rules for flying the air-
plane, which I won’t detail here, but they are in a binder
in the hanger near the Turbi if you wish to read them.
When you do a check ride you’ll be asked to sign a form
saying you’ve read them.  But here are some highlights.

The Turbi has $300,000 liability insurance per seat, plus
third-party liability of $1,000,000, and $25,000 not-in-
motion hull coverage (with a $500 deductible).  Note
that there is no in-motion coverage.  Chapter 85’s poli-
cy is that any damage that happens to the airplane when
you have signed it out is your responsibility.  You must
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Annual Fly In July 3, 2004

Still lots of interest in Charlie’s Spit!  Always a favorite.

Our President.  Just one among many others that
made the day a huge success.  Thanks Tim and

Francois and everyone else.

English Car Club attended.  Cool cars!

Again the old engines were there (puff, chug
chug, puff, chug chug...)

By most accounts this years Fly In
was bigger and better than last year.
Estimates put the number of people
attending at well over 2000.  We
had more volenteers show up.  And
even a Delta Councelor who got a
ride in one of the Navs.  I think
both him and his wife were
impressed with the Air Park from
the air.  Bob Cutting showed up
with both the car and the plane.
(Our president reports that all three
still need more work!) The BBQ
was sold out.  We are looking for-
ward to many more ad hoc activi-
ties in the future such as corn roasts
and fly outs. 

Well done RAAC!

Lets make next years even bigger.

Beautiful

More photos on page 7
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We all use it.  It is one of the most important internal components of our engines.  Because of this I will be includ-
ing in this and the next few issues of the Turn & Bank a series of articles that de-mystifies engine oil and clears up
some of the misconceptions we may harbor about the oil in our engines.  Thanks to John MCReady for submitting
this for publication.  The original article was titled Aviation Oil Misconceptions - Setting the Record Straight and
is from Aviation Oil News Clips, Vol 9, number 1.  (I never even knew there was such a publication!)

MISCONCEPTION # 1  
LACQUER AND VARNISH BUILD UP PROTECTS AIRCRAFT ENGINE PARTS.

Lacquer and varnish can build up in aircraft engines lubricated with single-grade oils. While such build up does not
significantly harm an aircraft engine’s non-moving parts, it offers no real protective benefits. These non-moving
parts rarely have need for additional protection.  However, lacquer and varnish accumulation on moving parts may
cause problems.  

Lacquer and varnish accumulation most often becomes a problem on cylinder walls during the break-in process
with single grade aviation oils.  

Interior cylinder walls are prepared so an oil film can adhere to the surface for proper lubrication. When lacquer
and varnish deposits form on the cylinder wall during break-in, they cover the surface with a smooth, hard coat
which prevents oil film from adhering. This “glazing” means the cylinder rings will not properly seal against cylin-
der walls and usually results in “blow by” and heavy oil consumption.

Lacquer and varnish build-up is more likely to occur with single grade oils, whose base component is largely
“bright-stock” - a heavy molecular component which provides the oil’s lubricity. During high heat of break-in, these
single grade heavy base oil stocks can deposit more varnish and lacquer, be harder to penetrate during initial ring
seating, and inhibit the break-in process.  

The break-in process requires friction to wear sharp edges off new piston rings so they can create a sealing surface.
Varnish and lacquer accumulation can thwart the metal-to-metal wear necessary for proper ring seating.  

Multiviscosity mineral-based oils maintain lubricity through the use of VI improvers (High molecular weight poly-
mer viscosity modifiers) instead of “bright-stock.” Because of the cleaner burning characteristics of this material,
multiviscosity oils are much less likely to form lacquer and varnish deposits than single-grade oils.

This is the last instalment of And Save Your Butt  by Jim Hunter (the test so to speak)

So from the dry high ground of exotic Alberta we come home to low down Delta Heritage Air Park. The elevation is a mere 10 feet at
low tide but the temperature today is 95 degrees Fahrenheit and that’s realistic; we had days in that neighbourhood during our last gor-
geous Summer.  (And not so long ago. Just last weekend!)  You have the same airplane so you have your “Semi ICAO Standard Day”
flight performance figures for it. You are at “My Personal Conservative Gross Weight” for this airplane in fuel, baggage and people
(you are not really that dismal we hope; this is, after all, merely a simulation!)

So, with your Koch Chart and before take off, calculate:

1) Your Rate of Climb after settling down into climb
2) The time in seconds of your Takeoff Ground Roll. (adding 15 % for the grass field.)
3) The time in seconds of your Takeoff To Clear a 50 foot Obstacle (keep in the 15 % that was added to the ground roll part of this)

Now a new wrinkle. If you use Runway 25, you are obliged to make a 90 degree turn to the North very shortly after take off to avoid
transgressing into the Boundary Bay Control Zone and it begins at 96th Street and that’s pretty close.
** Can you safely make that 90 degree turn? Recollect that you are at Close to Gross and it is warmish today!

Jim will have the answers at the next meeting.
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--President’s Message--
We have had a great summer so far with a minimum of accidents and aviation incidents.  Let’s all hope that this
trend will continue for the remainder of the year.  The July fly-in for Chapter 85 was once again a great success.
Credit for this is especially due to the outstanding effort of the volunteers.  At last year’s fly-in there were long line-
ups for food services, this year together with a commercial vendor and food services provided by volunteers at the
Air Park, line- ups were avoided and the fly-in participants found the fly-in to be much more accomodating and
enjoyable.  Thanks to Gerard for escorting one of our local politicians around Delta AirPark and pointing out to
him and his family all the positive points of our airfield within the community.  

Chapter 85 has 100 registered members of which approximately 80 are fit and capable members.  However, as in
past years, the workload by members in Chapter events like the fly-in have consistently been carried by the same
8-12 people with the rest of the membership doing little or nothing but also showing up and enjoying the experi-
ence of the event with little or no input.  In past years, most of the working volunteers at events such as the fly-in,
had little or no time to enjoy the event due to a heavy workload caused by low participation by other members.
Special thanks must be given to Francois Ley for bringing a large group of student pilots and instructors from
Boundry Bay Airport and introducing them to Delta AirPark and having them to volunteer their time to help out
during the fly-in.  All the regular volunteers certainly appreciated the effort made by these people.  It enabled every-
one to enjoy the fly-in and not have the volunteers overworked as in past years. Athough this arrangement turned
out well for the fly-in event, it definitely was an overall poor performance for our Chapter considering the large
number of membership to draw upon.  As with all volunteer organizations, there is a core group that will carry the
load, however, at major events the full membership that are capable should participate.  In future, each member
should put aside their petty differences and/or personal agendas and participate in a positive manner for the bene-
fit of the group rather than ride on the coat tails of the central core of volunteer workers.  

As in past years, there will be a BBQ for the fly-in volunteers - time and date to be passed around later.  John
McCready is organizing fly-outs, anyone interested please contact John, Francois or myself.  

That’s it for now, fly safe.      TimBaker

Just dropping in to see what’s
happening.  From the Museum of

Flight.

Yellow is a good colour for a plane! Awesome.
Trust me, it’s yellow.



CLASSIFIED
Brackett Air Filters

Gill Batteries
Red Ram 20w50 oil

Champion Oil Filters
Engine Gaskets

Spark Plugs
Scat/Cat Tube

Ameri-King ELT
Windshields 
Instruments

Control Cable
Tires/Brakes

Shock Cords
Sitka Spruce
Baltic Birch Plywood
Spars/Ribs
4130 tube/sheet
2024T3/6061T6 
Tube/Sheet Aluminum
Building/Repair Tools
Poly Fiber Coverings
Dealer Inquiries for 
RANDOLPH products

We carry a HUGE Selection of AN hardware
DEMEL AIRCRAFT CORP.

RR#2,SITE 30,COMP 27 PENTICTON AIRPORT
PENTICTON,BC V2A 6J7

(250)490-9532 1-888-490-9532
FAX:(250)490-9538

DEMEL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Parts and Supplies

DEMEL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Parts and Supplies

Classified Ads are free (within reason)to
members.Display Ad rates are:
Business Card:$25 per year
1/4 page:....$10/month ............$100/yr
1/2 page .....$15/month ............$150/yr
1 page:.......$25/month ...........$250/yr
Ads that have been in for more than 6
months are subject to removal if  pace is
required for other stuff. Please contact
Doug the editor if you want it kept in.

FOR SALE:  SIROCCO PROJECT
THE SIROCCO AD~REVISED
PLEASE READ ON  ~                          `
The engine and ass`t  bits -gone
The undercarriage inc. wheels,brakes-gone
Tail Wheel & spring  - gone
But remaining - 
Fuselage - finished
Tail group - finished
Control  components - finished except for
cable
Many- hole panel done - no intruments.
Ribs ,minor spars and wing diaphrams done
Two spar -grade spruce planks , almost
enough to do the spar.
To good to let go.  Call and  we will work it
out.
Jim Hunter  576 - 2678 cel. 720 - 2114

WANTED:  PA 18 or PA 20/22 Wings.
Some damage OK 946-5881
FOR SALE:1957 Tripacer Wings uncov-
ered,all reworked.New leading edge.New
ashtip. All Zinc Chromate ready to fabric.
Included:2-18 gal.gas tank,2 -gast ank
cover,landing light,aileron and flap,front

and rear struts.Asking $4000 Canadian.
Roger Gauthier (Kelowna)(250)-763-1529
(250)212-0832 (cell)

FOR SALE: 6 Factory new Franklin 180 hp
cylinders includes installed valves $300
each,will not part out.
Tim Novak 271-8586

FOR SALE:Softcom 2 place Intercom
ATC-2Y,with accessories $110.
Stuart Gear (604)941-9402
E-mail:sgear@infoserve.net

FOR SALE:1-Miller 200 amp ac/dc H.F.
Tig/stick welding machine -220V 1 ph.
$1200.1-Miller 120 amp MIG (wire)
welding machine,110 volt.Portable
sheet metal type,c/w gas kit (almost
new)-$800.
Pat O ’Donnell 533-1839

FOR SALE:Murphy type floats 1500 ’s.
$9600 CDN.New,comp [lete with rud-
ders.
Harold Schapansky (604)826-5068

FOR SALE:4130 Annealed Gauge Plate now
in stock,.025 to .375.We will sell you the
plate or laser cut the parts.
Industrial Laser Cutting ltd.
(604)946-4152,Fax:(604)946-4153
E-mail:tmw@industriallaser.com

FOR SALE:Zenith 250 plans and parts, wing
rib moulds $360.Christavia Mk IV proj-
ect,4130 steel tube,wing ribs,flaps

ailerons,gear legs,wheels and brakes, tail stab
and rudder,$3600.Paul Trudel 532-8570

FOR SALE:One set of 1500 Murphy floats
ready to go.Ole #45-3931 198 st.Langley BC
514-1280

FOR SALE:Minimax Ultralight 1300, cur-
rently flying.  Fully enclosed, electric start,
Zenoha D50, 50 hrs. TT, 3 fuel tanks, $10,000
Cdn OBO 
250 457 9130   dberwin@goldtrail.com

FOR SALE, Pietenpol project. Wings and
tailsuurfaces completed and covered.
Fuselage needs covering. U/C and brakes,
electric start, engine and cowling installed.
Corvair powered. This A/C enlarged from
original dimensions. Plenty of room for two
adults Sacrifice at $8000.Don McIntyre 604
538 6130

FOR SALE -- CAVALIER HOMEBUILT - 2
PLACE WOOD AND FABRIC -- 035
LYCOMING -100HP - APPROX 350 HRS
SMOH - NEW FABRIC AND REBUILD
ON WINGS ; - NEW PAINT - NEW
TIRES - RECENT BATTERY - FLIES
GREAT - VERY RELIABLE - CHEAP TO
OPERATE TAILDRAGGER - MAKE A
GREAT FIRST PLANE - ASKING $11,500
OBO CALL TIM 604 -588 - 0333

100% Canadian!100% Canadian!
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